1. Introduction. In this paper1 we are concerned with finding the electromagnetic field produced by an infinitely-thin perfectly-conducting helix subject to a monochromatic excitation. Because of the use of the helix in an ultra-high frequency amplifier known as the traveling-wave tube [2] , there has been in recent years considerable interest in this problem. Earlier papers dealing with the field due to a helix have been based on a model consisting of a circular cylinder which conducts only in a given helical direction.2 [1] > [2] , [3] . The symmetry of this idealization corresponds to that of cylindrical coordinates so that such a model yields to the usual separation of variables technique. Our approach is quite different.
We start off by assuming that the effect of a monochromatic electromagnetic field would be to induce a sinusoidal electric current on the helical conductor; and that this current travels along the helix with a real propagation constant 0 in the axial direction. 3 The electromagnetic field accompanying such a current may then be represented by means of the retarded vector potential II as [5, p. 165] n(x, y, z, t) = A J {[i\/r) ds, ( In Sec. 3 we prove that II may be differentiated either by differentiating under the integral sign or by differentiating its series expansion termwise. We then show that II satisfies the homogeneous wave equation at all points not on the helix. Also in Sec. 3 explicit expressions for the electromagnetic field are obtained. Finally in Sec. 4 the propagation constant /3 is determined so that the boundary conditions for the helix are satisfied. Since the electric field is singular on the wire, j8 is determined so that the ratio of the electric field in the helical direction for the proper 0 to that of the electric field in the helical direction for any other f} approaches zero as the helix is approached radially.
In cylindrical coordinates, the equation for the helix is p = a, z = a<p.
(1.4)
The assumed current along the helix is the real part of ip = 0,
The retarded potential at the point (p, <p, z) and the time t is the real part of n-= °F £ r 1 exp (i/3t; + ikr) sin (<p -f/a) rff, If we replace sines and cosines by their exponential representations, we see that all of the integrals in (1.6) are essential of the type found in II, . The notation of the next section will be somewhat simplified if we make a change of variables f' = f -z in these integrals. Then f em{eikT/r) rff = e"' / em'\eikr'/r') d?, (1 We restrict our consideration to real /3 since the integral will clearly not converge for complex /3.
The usual method of handling improper integrals, namely to transform the path of integration, is not suitable here because R has an infinite set of branch points. These are the solutions of the transcendental equation R2 = 0. The device which we shall use in evaluating (2.1) consists of replacing the integral along the helix by a double integral over the enveloping cylinder of the helix; this leads to a Bessel function solution.
We define I(L, r) = fL df r da e^(eim/dt)P(r, <r -f/a), We wish to show not only that the limit of (2.4) exists but that the order of this double limit may be interchanged. In order to accomplish this we shall prove a) lim I(L, r) exists for each r (0 < r < 1)
Since the Fourier expansion of P(r, a) converges uniformly in a for each r < 1, it follows that we can interchange the order of integration and summation and so express I(L, r) as
In order to establish (a) we first examine the individual terms of this sum. For the case (j3 -n/a) > k, we make the substitution The latter equality can be found in [6, p. 182, (7)].
It is clear from the above argument that
where P is the sum of the two paths indicated on Fig. 1 . 
A similar argument shows that (2.7) and (2.8) hold equally well for (/3 -n/2) < -k. For the case (j3 -n/2)2 < k2, let
where now
we have, then,
The difference between this integral and the integral from (--iir/2) to (-tV/2) to (wr/2) to (<*= + tV/2) is the integral over the path P' shown in Fig. 2. ;ii
For p > a, the integral fP-dtp exp (i& cosh converges to zero uniformly in c as Z, , l2 -> o°. Hence
(see [6, and these series converge uniformly in 0. Substituting these series in the above integrals we obtain for p > a If for a particular n, T" is imaginary, then the corresponding term in (2.13) is to be replaced by 2iAVi"1 Jn(yn -(ynp)e,n!: where y" = [fc2 -(8 -n/a)2]1/2. We shall in the future write the series as above and leave to the reader the interpretation for imaginary r".
In order to evaluate lim,^. lim£-,«, I(L, r), we refer to an earlier paper [4, corollary 2.1]. It was there shown that for n > 0
n(n -1)_ (2.14)
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This coupled with the above mentioned fact that
for p > a. Since 7_n(r"a)K_n(r"p) = I"(Tna)Kn(Tnp) the series (2.13) is majorized uniformly in 0 < r < 1 by £' (<x/p)1 ™1 /1 2n |. Now/e(r, <r) and gt(r, a) are continuous functions of period 2ir. Further fjj, a) is of total variation 2e/a(r, e) over any interval of length 2tt. On the other hand gt(r, a) is a needle-like function, vanishing outside of an interval of length S(e,r) about the origin, being otherwise positive valued and enclosing a unit area. It follows that any integral of the form So" Qt(r, a)w(a) da differs from w(0) by less than the oscillation of w(a) in the non-zero interval of gt(r, a). It follows from known properties of P(r, a) that 6(e, r) approaches zero for each e as r -* 1~.
We write I(L, r) as the sum of two integrals It should be remarked that for a point inside of the helix, i.e., p < a, the vector potential components can be obtained by simply interchanging a and p since these two variables enter symmetrically in the integral 7.
3. Electromagnetic field expressions. In the previous section it was shown that the integral I converges for p ^ a. We now define I(p, ^) = I" d{ em{eik«/R), (3.1)
J -co where R = [f2 + a2 + p -2ap cos (tp -f/a)]l/2 and (i is real. It remains to show that this integral converges for p = a provided that <p t6 0 (that is for a point not on the helix itself). This will be a by-product of our investigation into the derivatives of /(p, ip) with respect to p and <p. For any pair of values (p, <p) different from (a, 0) there is a neighborhood of this point in which R is bounded away from zero. Further R is essentially equal to [ f j for large j f |. Hence for the points (p, <p) of such neighborhood any integral majorized by [Vol. VIII, No. 3 M/R", (p. > 1), will converge uniformly. This is clearly the case for all derivatives of the integrand of 7 (p, <p) with respect to p and <p. It follows that /' dp f dt d,[ettt(eil*/R)] = /" di-\em[(ekR/R) -(eikR°/R0)}\, (3.2) where R0 is obtained from R by replacing p by p0 • Suppose now that p0 = a whereas p ^ a. Then since I(p, <p) converges, the righthand side of (3.2) can be written as the sum of two convergent integrals; hence I (a, ip) converges for <p ^ 0. Whether p" = a or not, the integrand of the outer integral on the left-hand side of (3 .2) It is clear that a similar argument applies to all derivatives of I(p, <p) with respect to p and <p. Further we now know that I converges for all points off of the wire. This is clearly independent of the coordinate system used to express the point. It follows therefore by precisely the same argument as above that the derivatives for the components of II with respect to x, y, and z can be obtained by differentiating under the integral sign.
In order to evaluate the derivatives of 7(p, <p) for p ^ a, we recall the inequality (2.15) which shows that the series expansion for 7(p, <p) [see (2.20)] differentiated termwise with respect to <p, is majorized by XI (p/a)'"' for p < o and by XI (®/p) for p > a. It follows that d"7(p, <p) can be obtained by termwise differentiation of the series expansion.
A similar result holds for d"I(p, <p). Here we make use of the inequality (2.14) for the case p > a. Thus We shall conclude this section by obtaining explicit expressions for the field components from the formulae (1.2) and (1.6). We first transform the integrals of (1. n= -co
The electric field components for p < a are very similar. One can obtain the magnetic field components directly from H = -iut V X n.
Since we shall have no occasion to use these in the present paper, we refrain from writing them out.
4. Determination of the propagation constant. In this section we shall determine the propagation constant /3 so that the electric field along the helix is "essentially" zero. Since we assume the helix to be a perfect conductor this is the proper boundary condition for our problem. The electric field in the helical direction at any point (p, <p, z) is
In order to approach the helix radially, we set <p = z/a in (4.1) and try to determine /3 so that lim,,.,,, Eh = 0. We will suppose that p > a; the case p < a is entirely similar. Because of the singular nature of the field about an infinitely thin conductor we cannot actually choose /3 so that limp_a Eh = 0. Since E becomes infinite as p -> a, the best we can do is to determine the proper phase velocity, /30 , so that lim , g. Therefore we have
which approaches zero as p -* a+.
In determining the limit of Eh as p -» o+, we can therefore omit the last term in (4.3). We denote by E'h the thus abbreviated Eh . We now define the function 0(0, p) = E L(rna)Kn(r"p). We now prove (4.6). In order to do this we make use of the inequalities (2.14) and On the other hand for a given helix there is a series of frequency bands for which the inequality (5.2) is not satisfied for all n; in this case a finite number of Hankel function terms do appear in the field expressions. It can be shown that these terms do cause a net radial flow of energy. One might expect this phenomena to be reflected in the propagation constant /30 ; that is, one would expect ft, to be complex. More precisely, unless there is a source of energy within the wire itself, one would expect _ 1 Energy radiated per unit distance in the z-direction m(Po) -2
Energy flow in the z-direction '
However the computed value of /30 (5.1) is actually consistent with (5.3) for it can be shown that whereas the energy radiated per unit distance in the z-direction is finite, the energy flow in the z-direction is infinite. As a matter of fact not only is the total contribution of the set of terms satisfying (5.2) infinite, but the contribution of each of the radiating terms to the energy flow in the z-direction is itself infinite. In spite of the physical reasonableness of our result, there is, in the case of the radiating helix, reason to be dissatisfied with it. If (5.2) is satisfied for all n, the expansion which we have obtained can be used for helices with conductors of finite thickness. One could, for instance, replace the delta function of section 2 by a finite needle function (say P(r0 , a) with fixed r" < 1). The helix would then be constructed from infinitely thin tape. For instance II, would be of the type (p > a) oo II, = aFe'"* X) aJn(Tna)Kn(TnP) exp [in(<p -z/a)] where the (a") are Fourier coefficients of the needle function. Repeating the above development one would obtain a real /30 for the an's sufficiently close to 1. However, in the radiating case, one would not be able to obtain a solution in this way. In this case, no real would allow the boundary conditions to be satisfied whereas the entire development (starting with the vector potential integrals) is meaningless for complex /3. This is also reflected by the fact that a complex (8 which satisfies the boundary conditions would make the arguments of all of the Hankel functions complex so that the field would decay exponentially. As a consequence we would have no radiating terms which would be contrary to (5.3). Thus in case (5.2) is not satisfied by all n, one would expect a real helical wire to radiate. However one would not expect the field expressions for finite conductors to have expansions of the type which we have obtained for this case.
